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I

BRENTANO held that there is a sense of 'necessary', on which
whatever exists, exists necessarily, i.e. it is necessary that it should
come into existence when it does so, and that it should remain in
existence as long as it does so.
It is now much more difficult than it once was to take it for
granted that the phrase 'exists necessarily' is incapable of being
given any coherent interpretation. 2 There is, for instance, a powerful
set of arguments by Kneale, which would have to be faced by anyone
who rejected Brentano's thesis on grounds of this sort alone. Kneale
claims that the inconsistency of general terms presupposes the
objective incompatibility of characters. We grasp by intuitive
induction that, for example, being coloured and being unextended
are incompatible, and hence that whatever is coloured must of
natural necessity be extended. It is a matter of convention that
'coloured' and 'extended' are used as they are; but it is not a matter
of convention that there are distinct characters for 'coloured' and
'extended' to denote. And there are other generalizations about
natural necessities, which we cannot hope to establish by intuitive
induction, namely the laws of natural science. 3
Now we can't quite say that Brentano's claim is that the origination and persistence of whatever exists is governed by what Kneale
would regard as a law of nature. For Brentano draws a distinction
between entities whose existence is indirectly necessary or dependent
on something else, and God, whose existence is directly necessary or
independent of everything else. 4 And the claim that whatever exists
is governed by what Kneale would regard as a law of nature would
be equivalent merely to the claim that whatever exists is indirectly
necessary. Nevertheless, if you accept the intelligibility of a Knealelike interpretation of laws of nature, it would be difficult to deny the
intelligibility of the notion of directly necessary existence and hence
the intelligibility of Brentano's actual thesis. And while it may very
I I am indebted toJ. L. Mackie, Richard Swinburne and T. E. Burke for their criticisms
of an earlier draft.
2 For a brief account of recent discussions see A. Kenny, 'God and necessity', in B.
Williams and A. Montefiore (eds.), British Analytical Philosoplfy (London, Ig66), pp. 131-51.
3 W. Kneale and M. Kneale, The Development Q/ Logic (Oxford, Ig6'2), pp. 6'28-51;
W. Kneale, Probability and Induction (Oxford, 1949), pp. 30-7, 70-97.
4 Vom Dasein Gottes, ed. A. Kastil (Leipzig, Ig'2g), p. 453.
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well be true that we are not bound to adopt a Kneale-like interpretation of laws of nature in order to elucidate the distinction between
laws of nature and accidental generalizations,s it would be difficult to
deny the bare coherence of such an interpretation without denying
the coherence of the notion of natural necessity altogether.
But in what follows I shall presuppose rather than defend the
intelligibility of Brentano's claim.
II

~rentano supports his claim with a variety of arguments, some
deSIgned to show that it is infinitely improbable that whatever
exists does not exist necessarily, others to show that thc claim that
anything ~hat exists does not exist necessarily is self-contradictory;
some startmg from the temporal character of existing things others
from their spatial character. 6
'
T~e ar?,ument I ~~cuss in this paper is a temporal argument for
the mfirute probabilIty of the necessary existence of everything
'necessary existence' being taken in a rather narrower sense tha~
that used by Brentano. While the argument is very similar to several
of the arguments advanced by Brcntano himself, I do not claim that
it is absolutely identical to any of them. I will try to show that the
argument must be rejected, but that something can be salvaged from
the wreckage by anyone who is in fact prepared to grant that it can
be non-logically impossible or necessary for something to exist.
What can be salvaged is a disjunction incompatible with at least
~ome f?rms of indeterminism, viz. that either (I) it is non-logically
ImpossI~le for at least one logically possible entity to exist, and/or it is
non-logIcally necessary for at least one logically possible entity to
~ SeeJ. L. Ma~e, 'Counterfactuals and Causal Laws', in R.J. Butler (ed.), Analytical
PhilOSOPhy, 1St Senes (Oxford, 196'2), pp. 66-80.
• For ar!St!ment~ fr<?m the spatial character of existing things see Versuch iiber die Erkenntnis,
ed • ~. Ka~tIl. (LeIpZig, 19'25), pt. IV, Anhang D, pp. 154-6; Vom Dasein Gottes ed. A.
K astH (LeIPZIg, 19'29), pp. 451-3.
~r~ntan?'s earliest arguments for necessitarianism from the temporal character of
~stmg t!llngs were mc;:ant to show on.ly that it was infinitely probable that all changing
h~~s eXl~ted necessarIly. L~ter he tried ~o show that it was logically necessary that all
exlstmg thmgs whatsoever exISted necessartly. JSee K~stil's ren;arks in VeTsuch, pp. 196-7.)
Part IV of the Versuch (pp. 108-57) contaInS varlOUS verSIons of both kinds of argumentsfrom ~emporality. Parti~u1arly clear versions ofthe temporal argument for Brentano's
stronger c~alm can be found m Vom Dasein Gottes, pp. 414-16; 446-8. For other versions
~f both kin~s of arguments from temporality see Grundlegung und Arifbau der Ethik, ed.
'. Mayer-Hillebrand (Bern, 195'2), pp. '281-~J; Religion und Philosophic, ed. F. MayerlIi(Berllebrand (Bern, 1956), pp. 1'20--6; Die Lehre vom Richtigen Urtcil, ed. F. Mayer-Hillebrand
n, 1956), pp. '299-309.
Th~re is an exten?ed defence of the 'pro~abilistic arguments in A. Meinong, 'Zum
~e!se des. allg~memen Kausalgcsetzes, Sltzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften
Wten, .Phil:-Hist. Klas~ 18g (1919). Meinong claims that they were adumbrated by
HMobbes In hIS reply to Bishop BrarnhalI, 'Of liberty and neeessity' (English Works, ed.
olesworth (London, 1840), p. '276).
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exist, or (2) it is infinitely probabl~ t?at wha:ev:r ~xist~ exists ?f
non-logical necessity. Like .Brenta~OlstIc necessItan~lllsm Itself, ~hls
disjunction has no very ImmedIate and dramatIc metaphysIcal
applications. But I am inclined to think that we can have no confidence in the perpetual uselessness of even the most general truths
about nature. 7
III

In what follows, to say that an entity exists necessarily will be to
say that either one or both of these two propositions is true of it:
(i) it is non-logically necessary that it should come into existence
when it does so; (ii) it is non-logically necessary that it should persist
as long as it does so. And to say that an entity exists purely by chance
will be to say that neither of these two propositions is true of it.
Here, then, is the argument I want to discuss.
( 1) Whatever exists must remain in existence for at least a finite
period of time.
(2) If an entity existed purely by chance, then it is logically necessary
that at each single moment of its existence it would be as probable
that it should either come into existence or cease to exist as that
it should continue to exist or remain non-existent.
(3) Any period of time is infinitely divisible.
(4) If an entity existed purely by chance it would be infinitely
improbable that it would not either cease to
or come into
existence at at least one of the moments at which it is ex hypothesi
true that it continues to exist (from (1), (2), (3) and the calculus
of chances).
(5) It is infinitely improbable that any entity exists purely by chance
(from (4) ).
7 Brentano himself thought that his necessitarianism was of the utmost metaphysical
importance. It could be used to show that no one is free in the sense that his acts of will
are uncaused (Grundlegung und Arifbau der Ethik, pp. 213-89). And it could be used to show
that, since a beginningless sequence of movements is logically impossible, there must be an
unmoved cause of the first movement ofthe universe (Vom Dasein Gottes, pp. 404-9). But
necessitarianism tout court will not support these conclusions. For an act of will or a
movement can be necessary in Brentano's sense, without being caused. One must show
that acts of will and movements are always indirectly necessary, if the doctrine is to have
any immediate applications in natural theology or bearing on free-will. And Brentano's
own atten:pts to show that everything we can experience is indirectly necessary are less
than.c0nvIDcing, for they rely on the principle that x must be caused if it exists necessarily
and Its n<?n-existence is logically possible. Vom Dasein Gottes, pp. 453-5.)
There IS, however, at least the appearance of a conflict between Brentano's doctrine
and quantu~ theory. According to the latter, the probability that any particular physical
state of affaIrs should begin at a certain moment, given the antecedent circumstances, is
always less than J, and the probability that it should end at a certain moment is always
less than 1. On Brentano's doctrine, the value of both these probabilities is always t.
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(6) It must be true either that nothing exists purely by chance or
that what is infinitely improbable sometimes occurs (from (1)
and (5) ).
(7) We ought to accept that nothing exists purely by chance.
IV

Most people would be unwilling to accept this argument unless
some grounds were adduced for the truth of (2) and for the inference
of (4) from (1), (2), (3) and the calculus of chances.
Let (Re) mean that an entity remains in existence, (Rne) that it
remains non-existent, (Ce) that it ceases to exist, (Co) that it comes into
existence.
Suppose we have a series of moments such that (i) (a) and (b)
are the only possible outcomes at each moment, (ii) (a) and (b) are
equiprobable outcomes at each moment, (iii) the outcome at any
one moment in the series is independent of the outcome at any other
moment. Let us call any such series an ex-series. The probability of
(a)'s being the outcome at anyone moment in an ex-series will then
be t, and the probability of (a)'s being the outcome at none of the
moments in an ex-series is given by the Special Conjunction Rule
Pr( (p) & (q)) = PreP) xPr(q), and equals (~t, where n is the
number of moments in the series. As n-HX) , moreover, (~)n-!>o,
Le. it becomes infinitely improbable that (a) should happen at none
of the moments in the series.
Now suppose the infinite series of moments at which an entity
exists which exists purely by chance were an ex-series, in which the
two outcomes were ( (Ce) v (Co) ) and ( (Re) v (Rne) ). In this case
(4) would be true. So our problem, it seems, is to show that at each
moment in the infinite series of moments at which a purely chance
entity exists Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) = Pr( (Re) v (Rne) ).
V

It might be objected that the problem is in fact simpler than this.s
:'-t an~ moment up to which a thing has existed, it is logically
ImpOSSIble that it should come into existence or that it should remain
non-existent. So Pr(Co) = 0, and Pr(Rne)
0 at every such moment,
and accordingly Pr( (Co) v (Ce)) = Pr(Ce) and Pr( (Re) v (Rne) )
= Pr(Re). So we can revise the argument as follows. Suppose that an
entity exists at least for a finite period of time to to t m. For each
moment of such a period t", where tn is later than to but not later than
• I owe the objection to J. L. Mackie.
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tm, consider the probability, given that the entity has existed up to
t", that it ceases to exist at t" (call this Pr (Ce,,) ). The probability that
the entity should exist from to to tm is given by the General Conjunction Rule Pr(p & q) = Pr(p) x Pr (q/P) , and it equals the product of
m

all the values of Pr (Re,,) for all values of n( IT Pr(Re,,) ). If the entity
>0

exists purely by chance, Pr(Re n ) will be equal to Pr(Ce,,) for all values
m

of n. Hence IT Pr(Re,,) = (t)m, where m is the number of instants
>0

from to to tm, i.e. (!)'Xl; so that the entity's remaining in existence from
to to tm is infinitely improbable. And if the argument is revised in this
way our problem will be to show that, if the entity does exist purely
by chance, Pr(Re,,) will, as claimed, be equal to Pr (Ce,,) for all values
ofn.

But if the mere supposition that an entity exists for a finite period
of time requires us to say that Pr(Co) = Pr(Rne) = 0 for any instant
during this period, then it surely also requires us to say that Pr(Ce)
= 0 and Pr(Re) I, for each instant during the period. And, in
fact, to say that an entity exists purely by chance is consistent with
saying that it is non-logically possible for it not to have come into
existence at all, and also that it is non-logically possible for it to
have come into existence later than it did, so that neither Pr (Rne,,) nor
Pr(Co,,) necessarily equals 0 for any value of n. The would-be simplification of the argument relies, in other words, on one special case
of chance-existence. If we want an argument which covers all cases
we need one which considers the value of Pr( (Re) v (Rne) )" and
Pr( (Ce) v (Cne) )" for each of the infinite number of values of n.
VI

"But is there an infinite number of values of n? If 'moment' means
'very small period of time', then a finite period of time will not be
divisible into an infinite number of moments, and n will not have an
infinite number of values. If, on the other hand, moment means
'infinitesimal instant', then it will be true enough that any finite
period of time contains an infinite number of moments, but we will
be in no position to know that anything which we would normally
assume to exist or a finite period of time actually does exist at every
moment of that period, and therefore in no position to know that
everything that exists exists for an infinite number of moments.
For anything which we would normally assume to exist for a finite
period of time could cease to exist for one or more infinitesimal
moments during this period without our knowing anything about
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it,just as entities could come into existence for infinitesimal moments
without remaining in existence long enough to be noticed.
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."
The interpretation of 'moment' as 'very small period of time'
clearly weakens the argument considerably. Some entities do indeed
exist for a very large number of the smallest discriminable periods of
time. So that if the rest of the argument is sound, the probability of
such entities existing purely by chance would be, though finite,
nevertheless extremely low. But there may be other entities which
exist for only a few of the smallest discriminable periods of time, and
the argument would not suffice to show that their chance existence
was unduly improbable.
Is there a way of showing that any entity which exists for a finite
period of time must exist for an infinite number of infinitesimal
instants? I think there is. Ifsomething exists for a finite period of time
then one of the following propositions must be true.
(i) It exists at each of the instants into which the period IS
divisible.
(ii) It is non-existent for a finite number of these instants.
(Hi) It is non-existent for an infinite number of these instants, but
this number is less than the total number of these instants,
which is 2"0.
If (i) is true then it exists for an infinite number of instants.
If (ii) is true then it still exists for an infinite number of instants, since
2"o-n = 2"0, where n is any finite number. If (iii) is true then
again it exists for an infinite number of instants, since 2"o-n an
infinite number, where n is an infinite number<2"o.
VII

One objection to supposing that the infinite series of moments at
which a chance entity would exist would be an et-series of the kind
mentioned in section IV is that if the two possible outcomes at each
moment were ( (Ce) v (Co) ) and ( (Re) v (Rne) ) the outcome at any
one moment would not be independent of the outcome at any other
moment, whereas it is a necessary condition for a series to be called
an et-series that the outcome at any moment should be independent
of the outcome at any other moment. For instance, if (Ce) is the case
at One moment, it is logically impossible for (Ce) to be the case at the
next moment. Likewise, if (Rne) is the case at one moment it is
logically impossible for either (Ce) or (Re) to be the case at the next
D
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moment; and if (Re) is the case at one moment, neither (Co) nor
(Rne) can be the case at the next moment.
But this objection is not valid, because the outcomes we are supposing to be possible at each moment are not (Ce) or (Co) or (Re) or (Rne) ,
taken singly, but the disjunctions ( (Ce) v (Co) ) and ( (Re) v (Rne) ).
And because the two outcomes are disjunctive, the outcome at any
one moment can be independent in the required sense of the outcome
at any other. If for instance the outcome is one or other of (Ce) and
(Co), it is logically possible for one or other of (Ce) and (Co) to be the
outcome at the next moment, and also logically possible for one or
other of (Re) and (Rne) to be the outcome at the next moment.

(Ce) ) will not necessarily = -t for each moment of e's existence .. The
mere supposition that e exists purely by chance d~es no~ e~taIl,. or
at least not in any immediate way, that the world m whIch It eXIsts
is either tolerant or intolerant. Nor do there seem to be any other
grounds for supposing that if an e~tity ~xists purely by chance, it
will exist in a tolerant rather than m an mtolerant world.
Let us say that a logically possible origination-anti-entity of e, or
entity set of e, is any entity or set of entities whose existence or
coming into existence at a particular instant is both logically
possible and either logically or non-logically incompatible wi~h e's
coming into existence at that instant. And let us say that a logIcally
possible cessation-anti-entity of e or. ent.ity set .of e, is any ent~ty or
set of entities whose existence or commg mto eXIstence at a partIcular
instant is logically or non-logically incompatible with e's ceasing to
exist at that instant. It is logically possible that e's logically possible
origination-anti-entities or entity sets will themselves have logically
possible origination-anti-entity sets, or ori~ination-a~ti-enti.ti~s o~her
than e; it is logically possible that the logIcally possIble ongmatlOnanti-entities or entity sets of e's logically possible originationanti-entities or entity sets will themselves have logically possible
origination-anti-entities or entity sets other than e's logically possible
origination-anti-entities or entity sets. And so on ad infinitum. The
same sort of infinite series is logically possible for e's logically
possible cessation-anti-entities.
Given this terminology, our problem is to show that for every
entity e, which exists purely by chance in an intolerant world, the
probabilities to be assigned to the coming into existence, ceasing to
exist, remaining in existence and remaining non-existent, of e's
logically possible origination-anti-entities or entity sets, their logically
possible origination-anti-entities, etc., and of e's logically possible
cessation-anti-entities or entity-sets, their logically possible cessation
anti-entities etc., must be such that one or other of the following three
propositions is true.

VIII

We can now return to the problem stated in section IV. Will
Pr( (Co) V (Ce) ) = Pr( (Re) V (Rne) ) for each of the infinite number
of moments at which a purely chance entity would exist? The
difficulty is that the supposition that an entity exists purely by chance
at ti is perfectly compatible with the supposition that th.ere is, for
example, a probability greater than t that a second entIty
come into existence at ti+l' and prevent the first entity from ceasing
to exist. In this case Pr (Re) i+ 1 will be > -to We are also free to suppose
that if the entity had not existed at t i , the probability of its remaining
non-existent at t i + 1 would have been >-t, because there would have
been a probability > t that some other entity would come into
existence at t i + 1, whose existence was incompatible with that of the
first entity. In this case Pr( (Re) V (Rne) ) i+l will be >-t, which is
exactly what the argument must rule out.
In general, if an entity e exists purely by chance for a certain period,
it is logically possible for it to exist in either of two kinds of world.
It might in the first place exist in a world in which it is uVU-'VF..''-'U'"
impossible, at any moment during its existence, for any other
to exist or come into existence, whose existence or coming
existence would be logically or non-logically incompatible with
either coming into existence or ceasing to exist. We could call his
a world which is tolerant with respect to e. And we can surely say
in a tolerant world Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) = Pr( (Re) v (Rne) ) = -t for
moment in the period during which e exists. But e may also exist in
intolerant world, a world in which it is non-logically possible for
least one other entity to come into existence, either before e cOl:ne:iiI
into existence or during e's existence, whose existence is 'VF,''-''~''J'.
or non-logically incompatible either with e's coming into '-'A.,.,.'_U'N.
or with e's ceasing to exist. And in an intolerant world Pr( (Co)

(i) Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) = Pr( (Re) v (Rne) ) = 1" for each of the
infinitely many moments of e's existence.
(ii) It is infinitely improbable that e should have come into
existence when it did.
(iii) It is infinitely improbable that e should cease to exist when
it does so.
IX

Could we perhaps show that whatever value Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) has
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at each moment of e's existence in an intolerant world, it must still second proposition would be true, i.e. for which it would be infinitely
be infinitely improbable that e's ( (Co) v (Ce)) will not be the outcome improbable that e should come into existence when it does so.
at at least one moment in the infinite sequence of moments atwhich Consider firstly a world in which a chance entity e has, at the moment
it exists? If e exists for a finite period of time to to tm, and Pr( (Co) v when it comes into existence, an infinite number of logically possible
(Ce) )" is the probability that it either comes into existence or ceases origination-anti-entities, none of which have any logically possible
to exist at t n, where t" is later than to but not later than t m, the prob- origination-anti-entities other than e, and each of which could have,
ability that ( (Co) v (Ce) ) will be the outcome at none of the moments in a non-logical as well as in a logical sense of "could have", come
in the series equals the product of the values of Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ), for into existence at the moment when e comes into existence. The
m
all values ofn (ITPr( (Co, v (Ce) ),,). Ifn has an infinite number of probability of e's coming into existence when it does so will be l/CO
in this world. Consider secondly a world in which the following three
>0
values, this is an infinite product, and if Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) n = 1- for conditions are satisfied.
m

each value ofn, then IT Pr( (Co) v (Ce) )" is an infinite product whose
>0

limit is o. The temptation is to try to show that whatever values
Pr( (Co) v (Ce) )n takes for the various values of n, provided these
values are consistent with the supposition that e exists purely by
m

chance, IT Pr( (Co) v (Ce) )" will still be an infinite product whose
>0

limit is o. Pr( (Co) v (Ce) )" cannot = 0 for any value of n, for this
would mean that Pr( (Re) v (Rne) )" would equal I for at least one
value of n, and this would be incompatible with e's existing by
chance. Nor could Pr( (Co) v (Ce) ) n = I for any value of n, for this
would mean that Pr( (Re) v (Rne) )" would equal 0 for at least one
value of n, and this would be incompatible with e •• existing at all.
So Pr( (Co) v (Ce) )" must be a proper fraction for all values of n,
whose value mayor may not be constant for all values of n. But
all infinite products, each of whose terms are proper fractions,
have zero as a limit.9
So there seems to be nothing for it but to consider the probabilities
to be assigned to the coming into existence, etc., of e's logically
possible origination-anti-entities etc., and see if we can show the
truth of one of the three propositions mentioned at the end of section

(i) A chance entity e has an infinite number of logically
possible origination-anti-entities, each of e's logically
possible origination-anti-entities has an infinite number of
logically possible origination-anti-entities, each of the
latter has an infinite number of conceivable logically
possible origination-anti-entities, etc.
(ii) It is always non-logically possible for any entity to come
into existence which does not exist already, at any moment
when none of its logically possible origination-anti-entities
exists.
(iii) It is never necessary for any entity to come into existence.

We could call this an eminently intolerant world. And it is clear that,
in an eminently intolerant world, the probability that e, or any other
particular entity, should come into existence at any particular
moment of time will be l/CO.
But it seems impossible to show that if e exists in an intolerant
world, then this world either must oflogical necessity be, or would in
fact be, a world for which one or other of the three propositions must
be true.
Take the second proposition. Suppose we can show that if e
VIII.
exists in an intolerant world, it must or would in fact exist in an
eminently intolerant world. Then we have shown that e, ifit exists in
an intolerant world, must or would exist in a world of which the
x
second proposition is true. Now we can in fact go some way towards
It is certainly possible to give coherent descriptions of worlds for showing that, if.e exists in an intolerant world, it would exist in an
which one or other of these propositions would be true. For instance, eminently intolerant world. For if we hold that all entities are
there are at least two coherently describable worlds for which the individuated by their spatio-temporal location, we are entitled to
suppose that any entity will have an infinite number of logically
9Thus n=2
IT (l-!.)
is convergent for IX> I, but not for IX~!. More generally, if, for possible origination-anti-entities. Any entity individuated in this
n"
way will have as many logically possible origination-anti-entities
every n, an:;;' 0, then the product n (1- a.) is convergent if and only if :Ea. converges.
as there are logically possible entities which are qualitatively inn~l
<Xl
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compatible with. this entity and whose spatio-temporal locations
?ver:ap the locatIOn of the first entity. Thus if we take a blue object,
It ~~ll have at least as mal'lY logically possible origination-antientItles as there are logically possible non-blue objects which could
be s,:pposed, at some particular time, to have spatial positions overlaPJ?mg .those of the blue object. Now if space is continuous there is
an mfiru.te n1;lmber of such spatial positions. Hence any entity will
have a~ mfimte number oflogically possible origination-anti-entities.
But m order to show that e would exist in an eminently intolerant
world, one nee?s to show more than that any entity has an infinite
number . o~ logIcally possible anti-entities. One also needs to show
(a~ that It IS always non-logically possible for any entity to come into
eXlS~ence w~~nev~r it does not exist already and none of its logically
pOSSIble ongmatlOn-a.nti-entities exists, and (b) that it is never
necessary for any entIty to come into existence. And I can see no
way of showing that either (a) or (b) is true.
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always to accept p, if "p or q" is true and q is a belief in the existence
of an infinitely improbable state of affairs. There seems no particular
reason to suppose that it makes any difference if p is a disjunctive
proposition. So the principle would allow us to move from the
acceptance "Either (I) or (2) or (3) or (4) or (5)" to the acceptance of
"Either (I) or (2) or (3) or (4)". It would be possible to reject both
2rinciples on the grounds that the value of the act of accepting a
belief depends on the value and probability of the possible consequences of the acceptance, as well as on the probability of the
state of affairs which the belief is a belief in, and the value and
consequences of accepting a belief are liable to vary from agent to
agent and from time to time. Nevertheless, we can at least conclude
that the invariant factors which enter into the evaluation of acceptances of the disjunction (I) or (2) or (3) or (4) are as favourable as
they can be for any belief which is not analytically true.
XIII

XI

But it is at this point that the anti-indeterminist disjunction can be
from the wrec~age. We have seen that if any entity has an
mfimte number of lOgically possible origination-anti-entities and
(a) and (b) are true then any chance entity which exists in an in~oler~nt worl~ will exist in an eminently intolerant world and will be
~nfin~tely ;rnhkely to come into existence. And we have seen that it is
mfirutely Improbable that any chance entity which exists in a tolerant
world should in fact come into existence. Hence we can conclude that
one and only one of the following propositions is true.

The sort of indeterminism which this disjunction rules out is one
on which no logically possible entities exist necessarily and there is a
finite probability that each logically possible entity should exist.

~alva.ged

The existence of at least one logically possible entity is nonlogically impossible.
At least one logically possible entity must exist necessarily.
(I) and (2) are both true.
Nothing exists purely by chance.
What is infinitely improbable sometimes occurs.
XII

According to the original Brentanoist argument, we are entitled to
"Either nothing exists purely by chance or what is
mfimtely Improbable sometimes occurs" to the conclusion "We ought
to . a~cept t~at. no~hing exists purely by chance". The general
prmClple whIch JustIfies the move is presumably that everyone ought
~ov~ fro~
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